The Pro 6-K Gutter Machine Features
The Best Drive In The Industry!

Best Drive In The Industry
The exclusive “Machine Within A Machine Design” separates the Grover Pro 6-K gutter machine from all others. This feature prevents the weight of the gutter coils from reacting on the working parts of the machine. The frame to which the gutter coils are attached is a completely separate unit from the working parts of the machine.

Distinct advantages
The Pro 6 K also has spring loaded roller stations allowing you to run different material with virtually no adjustments. This drive feature creates a constant load on the material delivering greater versatility when forming 16oz. copper, .024 to .032 aluminum and 26 Gauge galvanized steel.

Easy Adjustments
Practically no adjustments required.
Minor adjustments for straightness are very easy to make and are located at the end of the machine.

Five-Year Warranty
Grover mfg. stands behind the Pro 6-K by offering the only five-year material and workmanship warranty in the industry.

Specifications
- Dimensions: 131” x 22” x 22” (3327mm x 558mm x 558mm)
- Shipping Weight: 1450 pounds (660 kg)
- Operating Speed: 30 Feet Per Minute (10 Meters/Minute)
- Gauge Capacity: .024” to .032 aluminum, 16 oz. copper, and 26 gauge mild steel
- Drive Motor: 1 HP
- Mounting: Three-point mounting prevents stress to machine parts due to motion of truck body
- Drive: Single drive chain for each section of the machine, which eliminates backlash
- Maintenance: This machine is almost free of maintenance. The only requirements are to keep the chain and the guillotine blade lubricated.
- Warranty: 5-Year Warranty (Best In The Industry!)*

Mfg. Price: $9950 Suggested
Our Price: $8840 (Includes 3 Stock Reels, 2 Run Out Stands, and Moveable Cut-Off Tool)

*(See actual warranty for details)